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CLEMSON TIGERS DOWN AUBURN PLAINS- CUBS DRUB NEWBERRY CADET CORPS TO GO TO STATE FAIR IN
MEN IN FIRST CONFERENCE ENCOUNTER
FROSHONLY 51 TO 0 COLUMBIA FOR FOURTH CONSECUTIVE YEAR
Justus Intercepts Pass and
Larger Tiger Freshmen Play
Cadets Will Attend Football
Dashes 25 Yards for Touch- TIGER TEAM WELCOMED
Superior Football
MISS
SUZZANNE
KEENER
Game and Then Enjoy
down and
Victory—Both
Week-End Leave
Coach Carson's Cubs opened the
Teams Play Fine Defensive HOME SUNDAY MORNING
OPENS LYCEUM COURSE The cover was lifted from the pot
rat foot-ball season last Saturday in
Ball.
Clemson, playing a wonderful defensive game, got the breaks of the
game .and swept the Auburn Plainsmen away by the virtue of their 6
to 0 victory.
Both teams showed
sadly neglected
backfields.
The
Tigers showed the better
team,
pfay<$d for the breaks of the game,
and when one finally did come in
She last quarter they took it in a.
most auspicious manner and gained
a sweet victory for their troubles.
The only score came in a most
unexpected manner. Auburn had
been throwing flat passes on both
ends of their line all afternoon in
an effort to push across a score.
This type of passing is a very
dangerous one for the offensive in
that if the ball is intercepted the
runner has a oipen field, but It
seemed that Clemson was out of
luck as far as intercepting one of
the passes was concerned until, like
a thunderbolt out of a clear sky,
Johnny Justus came cheering in,
snatched the ball from the waiting
arms of~ a receiver, eluded three
tacklers, and sped down the field
for 25 yards and a touchdown.
The Pickens youth was a fighting,
snarling demon all the afternoon.
His work against the Plainsmen is
deserving of the highest praise.
The weather conditions were nearly unbearable during the afternoon.
The first two quarters were played
under a sultering sun.
The third
was negotiated under a torrential
downpour. While the fourth period
was carried on in a veritable sea
of mud, keeping the ball so slippery
that It could barely be handled.
'Stars of the game in addition to
Justus may be mention in citing the
brilliant performances of the Tiger
captain, O. K. Pressley, who in tho
closing moments of the contest was
carried off the field utterly exhausted.
Captain Carter at guard
and Tuxworth in the backfield was
shining lights for Auburn.
Statistics show that Clemson made
6 first downs to Auburn's three.
In the passing game Clemson completed none and had three intercepted, while Auburn gained R9
yards on two completed and lost the
game on one being intercepted.
Lineup:
Anbura
Clemson
Chappelle
le
Mouledous
Newton
It
Swofford
Carter
Bavis
lg
Harkins
c
Pressley
G. Long
Hall
rg
E. Taylor
McGill
rg
Ingram
re
Asbill
H. Long
Mulherin
qb
Crawford
lh
Justus
Snider
rh
F adgett
Granger
McCarley
fb
Score by periods:
Clemson
0 0 0 6—6
Auburn
0 0 0 0—0
Clemson scoring: Touchdown, Justus.
Substitutions, Clemson, Pitts,
C- McMillan, Jones, Gunnells, Woodruff, Salley, 8. T. C. Bavis, Solomon,
R. McMillan. Auburn, Peake Calla*
han, Tuxworth, McLeskey, Ward,
Watson,,
Nageley, Schlich,
Yarborough, BuRose Robinson, Green.
Officials: Powell (Wisconsin) referee

grand style, when they defeated the
Entire Corps Turns Out to
young Indians from Newberry by a
Honor Victorious Team
count 51 to 0. The first year Tiger
outclassed the Indian aggregation in
Saturday evening, Clemson went every department of the game. Ai.
wild when the news was received no time was the Clemson goal in
that the Yellow Peril had triumphed danger of being crossed, the visitors
once again.
It was immediately earning only two first downs during
decided that the entire Corps of the whole contest.
Cadets should usher the victorious
Clemson's heavy and
versatile
"Tigers" from the station back to team showed a brilliant offense and
their lair. When reveille sounded a defense that resembled the proverSunday morning at 6:30, every one bial stone-wall.
Any team would
was awake and alive with enthu- like to boast of four men in the
siasm and ready to go. The com- backfield as valuable as Capt. Welch,
panies formed on the small parade Harvin, Hollman, and Treadaway.
ground, and the first company ot This combination exhibited a brand
each battalion procured a wagon of offense that might only be exfrom the livery stable. With the pected of experienced gridmen. On
band leading, the march to the one occasion Capt. Welch, the Cub
station began.
fullback, received the ball on his
At the station, the band played ten yard mark and dashed thru the
some lively music and continued entire opposing team
for ninety
until the train rolled in. As tne yards and six figures. Had not Coach
cars came to a standstill, yells were Carson made so many substitutions
let loose which echoed far over the the Tiger score would doubtless have
blue hills of the Piedmont. As the been much larger.
players stepped from their car, they
The entire Clemson line proved
were immediately hoisted upon the superb. Newberrys Prosh were never
shoulders of waiting cadets who able to incorporate enough drive to
transported them to the waiting make any appreciable yardfcge over
wagons. Then the triumphant march the Tiger forward wall.
began. The band led as before fol(Continued on page 5)
lowed by the loaded wagons and
shouting cadets. There was not a
moment of silence during the entire
distance, but when the corps gathered around their cheer-leaders on the
parade ground at the conclusion of
the march, the air was rent fourfold. Several yells were gievn for Stresses Ten Commandants For
A Successful College
the victorious "Tigers," and then
came the Alma Mater.
Education
Again the Clemson spirit had
manifested itself—the spirit of love,
Those who wish to make the
loyalty, of praise and pride for Clem- most of their college education
son and her teams. It was a true were given excellent guidance and
college spirit, the spirit that makes advice by Br. Sikes at last week's
the college distinctive and the spirit Tuesday Chapel exercise. The presithat makes college life worth while. dent emphatically stressed the Ten
Oommaudments for a successful college education, considered by Bean
Clark of the University of Illinois,
as the outstanding principles which
he would try to follow were he to
'Tfv'f". Ms college life over again.
'me thinking student will first*
Officials are Elected
strive to develop concentration and
work 'harder, but not so long. SeAt the first regular meeting of
cond, he :;'"1 learn to work while
the Honorary Engineering Societ>
o'thers arev.j_ound. Third, he will
Eta Epsilon Sigma, for the '28-'29
put more stress on learning how to
session the following officers were
get information than on the inforelected: C. T. Wise, Vice-President;
mation itself. Fourth, he will alL. Anderson, Secretary and Treasurer
ways try to find a more difficult tastv.
The -president was elected at the
to do. Fifth, he will learn to speak
conclusion of the '28 session, P. B.
in public. Sixth, he will learn to
Leverette
being elected.
P.
B.
play some athletic game weh.
Leverette was also elected to attend
Seventh he will learn to do ono
the Tau Beta Pi convention in St.
!ine of work
particularly well.
Louis the first of November.
At
Eighth, hs will get batter acquainted
this time the convention will vote
with his Instructors. Ninth, he will
and decide whether or not Clemson
take fewer courses which are strictshall have a Tau B,eta Pi charter.
ly practical. Then tenth, and last,
Last week in naming the membut by no means the least of all the
bers of the local fraternity the names
Commandments, he will ni**ke an
of two seniors were unintentionally
earnest endeavor to have an advocaomitted, they are B. B. Sherman and
tTon which will bring him in close
J. M. Caughman.
Both of these
contact with men.
men are Architects and were adThe student who does his best
mitted to Eta Epsilon Sigma near the
to ever "hold before him these lights
close of the '28 session.
which will bring success- out of an
otherwise seemingly distant ana
Holley (Sewanee) umpire; Phillips dark background will have a Ufa
(Georgia
Tech)
headlinesman; long x-i|iy to penetrate his opporFranke (Army) field judge.
tunities and problems.

DR. SUES DELIVERS
ADDRESSJH CHAPEL

ETA EPSOM SIGMA
HOLDS FIRST MEETING

Cadets Delighted With Beauty
and Voice of Pretty
Soprano
This years lyceum opened
last
Saturday evening in the College
chapel when Miss Suzanne Keener,
prima donna of the National Broadcasting and Concert Bureau of New
York, captivated her audience with
a unique concert program.
Miss Keener was for three years
with the Metropolitan Opera Co.,
making her debut as
Gilda in
"Rigoletto." She decided, howevei,
that the concert field offered her
greater opportunities' for self-expression, and so she has combined
all her talents to present a program
that is varied and entertaining.
Suzanne held her audience enthralled, Saturday evening, from the
moment she stepped out upon the
stage. A small, dainty blond, she
is, who holds her audiences speli
bound by her personal magnetism,
almost before she sings a note. She
has that peculiar quality that some,
artists have of making her audience
feel that they are her personal frienu
and that she is taking them into her
confidence. Besides having a colorature soprano voice of unusual beauty,
she is herself beautiful, a combination which seems so strangely lacking in most artists. She appeared
in a simple evening dress of yellow
georgette and orange satin, and
commenced her program by saying,
"Because I think the College men
like English songs, I am doing my
program in English except the first
number.
Her first number was "Air and
Variations" by Proch,
which sne
sang in French. She then sang a
group of four songs, three of which
(Continued on page 5)

ANNUAL LADIES DANCE
TO BE STAGED SOON
Second Dance of Year Promises to be a Great Success
The second big event of Clemson
Colleges' social curriculum, is the
Annual Ladies Bance which will be
staged the night of October 19th.
For many years this affair, which is
sponsored by the Clemson Chapter
of Winthrop Baughters and the
John C Caihoun Chapter of tho
United Baughters of the Confederacy
has been one of the most enjoyed
social events of the season.
This years dance promises to be
a even greater success than any
previous one.
"Pert" Hodges and
his "Jungaleers" will furnish the
melody for the occasion. As yet
this group of music manufacturers
have not made a public appearance
at Clemson, but those who have
heard them practice realize that this
orchestra is composed of experienced
jazz blowers. From all indications
the fairer sex will be there in large
numbers.
Every effort is being
made by the ladies of the campus
to make their dance the best of the
year.

today in chapel when Colonel Munson gave out details concerning the
usual State Fair trip. This year
the corps will not go into camp as
it has for the past three years. It
was decided some time ago that too
miuch time would be lost from classes
and that no material benefit could
be derived from such a project this
year. This year the corps will be
granted week-end leave beginning
Thursday morning and extending to
midnight Sunday night.
There will be two special trains
leaving Caihoun Thursday morning
at approximately 5:20, arriving in
Columbia in time for the annual
Carolina-Clemson game at the fair
grounds. Those who desire to come
back to school that night may do so,
or they may go home and spend the
rest of the week-end. The round
trip ticket to Columbia will cost
$3.50, which is $1.50 less than the
straight fair one way, these tickets
are good on any Southern train returning to Caihoun or Cherrys before midnight Sundaj'.
Those students who do not go to
the fair but remain at school will
not meet classes nor will they b<?-.
required to meet the regular military
formations.
The only formation
which it will be necessary to meet
will be reveille and it will be held
one hour later than usual.
Tickets for vthe game will be placed
on sale here at school for $1.00 several days before the game1 so that
each student will have an opportunity to obtain one before reaching Columbia.
Col. Munson also said that there
would be a special train over the
Blue Ridge for Anderson Saturday,
making it possible for a large number of cadets to attend the Rat game
with Georgia.
The round trip
tickets will cost fifty cents and -admission to the game will be twentyfive cents. The train will probably
leave Cherrys at one o'clock, returning soon after the game.

NO WEEK-ENDS FOR
DEFICIENTSTUDENTS
In a communication received from
the President several
regulations
governing week-end
permits are
made public. These new rules have
ho bearing oh those students who
are making passing grades in their
work, only those who are failing on
more than one subject or those oa
probation will be affected.
The regulations are as follows:
1. Students who are reported to
the Registrar at the end of the
month as "failing," "deficient," OJ
"unsatisfactory" on more than one
subject will not be granted week-ena
permits for the following month.
2. Probation students failing on
one subject are not eligible for
week-end permits.
3. Seniors wjp:* do not qualify
under these requirements will be
allowed one week-end leave per
month.
4. The rule in regard to demerits
remains unchanged.
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first meeting last Tuesday at 8 P. M.

Alpha Sigma fraternity is pureCLEMSON MEN ATTEND The
ly an agricultural fraternity. This
being the first meeting of the year
SOUTHEASTERN FAIR most
of the' time was given over
The Southeastern Fair in Atlanta
was attended by two men from the
Clemson campus, one of these being
a cadet and the other a Prof. Prof.
'HE ROARS FOR CLEMSON'
Buie went to the fair in the official
capacity of judge in the SouthFounded by the Class of 1907 and published weekly, during the college eastern Division of the National
»«s«ion, by the Corps of Cadets of Clemson College.
Cotton Show, and H. L. Stands
Entered as Second Class matter at the Post Office at Clemson College, went as assistant to the judges.
South Carolina.
The purpose of the National Cot;
ton S-how is to increase the interest in cotton growing by the exhibiipeiaaSHEHlEHIJSHHHlEli^^
tion of individual stalks. The National Show final is to be held in
EDITORIAL STAFF
Memphis on the thirteenth.
The
f" winners of the first places in the
Editor-in-Chief
P. B. LEVERETTE
Associate Editor
H. L. SHANDS,
divisional shows will exhibit in the
Associate Editor
D. B. SHERMAN
final show.
The prize in
the
. Athletic Editor
T. J., MITCHELL
__
divisional show is five hundred dolAsso. Athletic Editor
R. B. MILLS
—
lars, and in the national one thousAsso. Athletic Editor
F. S. RUSH
—
Exchange Editor
and dollars.
The man who wins
F. W. LACHIPOTTE
Feature Editor
G. W. SACKMAN _
—
the national show will therefore
J. F. VAN DE ERVE
_._
Society Editor
receive fifteen hundred dollars.
D. C. TURRENTINE
Y. M. C. A. Editor
South Carolina did not secure
L. T. LEITNER
Clubs Editor
first place in the show, but she did
E. P. JORDAN
Joke Editor
place as high as fifth.
R. G. HODGES
- Asso. Joke Editor
VICTOR DUKES
Asso. Joke Editor
H. A. SMITH
Chairman Reporters Club

£

STAFF REPORTERS
J. G„ ADAMS, W. S. CRAWFORD, H. W. DORSET,
J. M. PRIM, E. P. McDANIEL, J. A. WILSON, M. T. GEDDINGS, J. A. GRAVES

ALPHA SIGMA HOLDS
YEAR'S FIRST MEETING
a

BUSINESS STAFF
W. H. REDFERN
A. R. RAMSEUR

- Business Manager
Asso. Business Manager

to the transacting of old and new
business brought up by different
members.
At this meeting a discussion of
the admittance of new members
into the fraternity was conducted
by those present.
It was decided
upon by the members and by the
aid of the constitution that, no
student be allowed to become a
member of the local fraternity, unless he ranked in the upper twofths of his class in scholarship, unless he possessed leadership and a
good character, and unless he had
the welfare of his fellowmen and
his country at heart. The number
of members admitted into the fraternity cannot exceed twenty percent of the class enrollment.

fT

SOUTHEASTERN LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
ORGANIZED 1905
C. O. MILFORD, President
GREENVILLE, S. C
Old Line Insurance with low cost GUARANTEED
—not estimated

T
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Coming—"The Street Angel".

TOUCHDOWN!

7
7
T

f

Schedule October 11 to 17th
Thursday, Oct. 11—Marion
Davies and Neil Hamilton in
"Her Cardboard Lover." This
is the best Marion Davies has
made in a long time.
Also
comedy and news reels will be
shown.
Friday, 12th—"Rex" (a famous horse) in "Wild Beauty"
Also the new "Collegians".
Saturday, 13th—Bob Steel
in "Breed of the Sunset'" Also
comedy and news reels.
Monday and Tuesday—Richard Dix in "Moran of the Marines." Matinee Monday at
four o'clock.

Sixty-three companies on one team—one company on the
other. The team of one (Southeastern) made a touchdown
straight through the team of sixty-three other companies operating in South Carolina, by writing more new ordinary insurance in the state in 1927 than was written by any other company.

T

The Alpha Sigma Fraterinty, a
branch of the national fraternity
Alpha- Zeta that was organized last
year at Clemson College, held its

RICHARDSON'S THEATRE
Seneca, S. C.

f
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CIRCUIJATION STAFF

T. R. WANNAMAKER
W. F, HUGHES

Circulation Manager
- Asso. Circulation Manager

aiasiasiigiiaiaiBigiiBiig!

EDITORIAL
Probably it is no reflection on a student body of 1200 men
to say that there will necessarily be a small number of rowdys
in the student body. It will be, however, a serious reflection
if in the end this small number, representing their own lawless instincts, is allowed to disgrace the college and bring undeserved criticism on the large majority which approves of
and practices the proper standards of gentility.
The best minds in the world have sought to find a suitable
definition of the term "gentleman". Not the sort of gentleman who knows little beyond how to take off his hat in salutation. But the sort of gentleman who can live up to the motto: "Do unto others as you would have them do unto you".
What would be your reaction if you were a singer, and at
the most critical point in your performance some one in the
audience by his conduct attract the attention of the audience
and center it upon himself? How would you feel if you were
a speaker and had the decent applause of an appreciative
audience marred by hoots and coarse laughter from an unappreciative few? Ninety percent of the Clemson student body
would denounce a person that would be guilty of the above
offenses. But there are times when some have done these very
things, only in a different form.
We realize that a number of the cadets have colds—we
have one—and deem it necessary to cough. But there is no
excuse in making this so obnoxious that it is practically impossible to hear the speaker. There is a way to cough and
kill the sound so that the speaker will not be aware of the
cougher even though he is sitting on the front row.
The entertainments in chapel are for our pleasure and im-,
provement. When the right thinking majority of the student I
body allow a few to make these entertainments a source of
anxiety to those in charge, a dread to the performers and a
menace to the reputation of the college, itis time that some
action be taken by the authorities to subdue this mean and
thoughtless conduct.
LADIES DANCE
The laides of the campus who are
members of the two organizations,
Winthrop Daughters and the U. D.
C, are sponsoring a dance to be
given October 19th. in the big Gym.
The procedes from this dance will
be used to carry scholarships at
Withrop College land other worthy
causes which ^eiay be presented to
the two orgafflfctions. Tickets for
the dance will be sold in barracks
and a large number of cadets are
expected to turn out and help the
ladies.
Some of the cadets little realize
how much the ladies of the campus

do in one year to help the social
life take on a more pleasing atmosphere. They are ready at anythime
to entertain a cadets girl who has
come some distance to attend a
dance even tho it isn't convenient
at the time to do so. Some of them
not only take a girl for the night
of the dance but keep them over the
whole weekend. This is not only
expensive but it necessarily upsets
the household to a certain extent
during this period.
Tickets to the dance will be sold
in barracks and all cadets who can
possibly do so should turn out and
show the ladies that we appreciate
the little things they do for us.

V

with their feet on the ground
MEN of vision, yes. But don't overlook the fact that those old Roman
road builders and empire builders kept
their feet firmly fixed on the ground.
They faced the facts squarely. They
Were demons for detail. They were the
world's first great organizers.
Pioneering in the telephone industry
is like that. It is a work of vision and of

leadership into new fields. But back of
it all must be the ability to organize men,
money, material and machines.
The telephone executive must coordinate his machine before he can run it.
He must understand the possibilities in
his organization before he can lead it.
That done, his opportunity is empirewide, vision-broad and ambition-deep.

BELL SYSTEM
<C/{ nation-wide system of 18,500,000 inter-connecting telephones

"OUR

PIONEERING

WORK

HAS

JUST

BEGUN
♦ >'.
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Open your heart to sympathy, but
close it against despondency. The
flower th^L opens to receive the dew
shuts against the rain.—Aughey.

SMITH'S SERVICE STATION
Telephone 34-W

Those who bring sunshine into
the lives of others cannot keep it
from themselves.—J. M. B,arrie.
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Night Phone 83-J

SINCLAIR GASOLENE AND OIL

m

HARRIS OILS—QUAKER STATE OIL
SILVERTOWN TIRES, TUBES AND REPAIRING

GLU8S AND SOCIETIES
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WASHING AND GREASING

i
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VESPER SERVICE

jor so with one of those rarest posI essions—a friend?
How often my mind runs to that
Rev. Crouch spoke last Sunday
night nt the Vesper Service.
His rare sentence of Stevensons—"a few
subject was on the need of foreign friends, but those without capitulamissions.
Rev. Crouch had some tion."
slides of Egypt which were shown
How honored are we with that
Especially when
at the conclusion of his talk. Rev. little h'andfull?
Crouch gave four
reasons
why we are able to return every whit if
foreign missions were or should be loyalty and love wliioh are sipread
endorsed by people of the civilized 'so lavishly before us when we most
world.
The first is because non- ' long for their warm and close
christian nation is a burden on the possession.
"What a thing of heroism to cling
rest of the world and nothing is
obtained from ia nation who can to a friend through every phase
or fortune—and
to
be
not do good.
The second reason of fate
is because the world today demands : worthy of such friendship when it
broad vision from every nation. A returns its all to us.
Can there be anything so cruel
nation which cannot see things in
a clear way does nothing to aid or inliuman as to betray a friend?
any other nation. The third' is that Sometime we are prone to forget
as followers of Jesus Christ we be- the old friends. E,ut the tried 'and
lieve in brotherly love and we true are those to whom we should
should cultivate the friendship of forever tie—and not forget to send
nations. The fourth and last rea- flowers of love and thoughtfulness
son is because Jesus Christ demands —even when it means an effort.
it.
The demand of the world is Aren't friends always worth effor bigger and better men than for forts'?
bigger and better airplanes
or
George Matthew Adams
zeppelins.
(Greenville News)

From present
indications
this
year's wprk of the Palmetto Literary
Society is going down in her history
£<s a chapter bearing a long desired
name—the "Renaissance."
This
new era made its debut last ThurscTay night with one of the most
interesting programs that has been
given in years.
The Society was called to order
by the President and led in prayer
by the Chaplin. Mr. Keith's joke g^iKKEigEluSjrigSg^^
were
unusually good and drew
frequent applause. The query "Resolved, that student privileges should
Use Parker Duofold
be based on scholarship standing,
Ink and Parker Duowas upheld by D. C. Hudgens and
fold Leads in pens or
pencils of any make
Tom Webb and opposed by L. O.
to get the best resvlta
Clayton and O. W Lloyd. For half
jan'^hour volumes of eloquence and
facts were hurled from the stand,
each sire spiritedly contesting the
iSSue" to the last moment.
Then
'as the judges retired, the President,
T. F. Hawkins, appointed the following committees: program, credentials, queries, and amendments. Mr.
H. H, Horry and Mr. E. B. White
wete submitted for membership. At
this juncture the judges returned to
UPON WHATEVER TERMS
RAT VOI/UEY RAUL
the room and announced their decision in favor of affirmative, after
Of life we ask much. And we
The Rat Volley B,all Tournament which the society was adjourned.
offer it terms upon which that purpose of extension of years and hope came to an end Monday afternoon
with company D winning the final
The Horticulture Society held its
for happiness may be had:
It is wholly
within our
own contest from company G. The los- first meeting of the year in the
hands, I believe.
We are given ers put up a stubborn defense, but Horticulture lecture room of the
much with which to make our pur- it was not strong enough for the Dairy building last Monday night.
chase.
If we spend it foolishly company D. Rats. Rat Leister of The following officers were elected
and wantunly, we are---just that Company D was the outstanding J. F. Hawkins, pres.; C. M. Burdette
much handicapped in our hope for player in the series of games. Com- vice-pres.; K. C. Parham, sec. and
that which we must seek after.
pany D was managed by B K. Thom- treas.; and S. D. Cain, CorrespondWe too often forget that we son and company G by M. R. Daniel. ing secretary. Prof. McGinty, head
handicap .. ourselves.
We are apt The line up was:
o'f the
Horticulture
department,
to blame others, or the .mythical Company D
Company t» made a very interesting talk on
fate, or something
or somebody.
Wall
Howie Fruit and Vegetable Growing in
B,ut the fact -remains that we make
Dodson
Greens Colorado, where he has been workour own terms in our purchase of
Lipscomb
Walker ing for the past several years.
all that enters into our life.
Sloan
Hin
The Horticulture Society was not
Background,
environment,
or
White organized last year 'and the Hortichance, may wekken^and these Leister
Gantt culture students appreciate the inmay weaken our hopes, but each Covington
terest their professors have taken
of us in the final stage, signs his
own purchase card • for-jthe thing FACULTY MEMBERS LIMBER UP in helping to organize the society.
The outlook for the society is very
most desired.
promising and several interesting
Upon whatever terms, how hard
During the hour from seven-fortythose terms are, at times. At the Ifive to eight-forty-five each Monday meetings have been planned.
cost of our self-respect, or great ,and Thursday evening, the "Y" gym
great sacrifice of personal happi- jis given over to faculty members
Touch a Parker Duofold Pen to paper and off it
ness—or perhaps, lonliness and loss ' in order that they might have an
goes with a steady, even flow as fast as you can move
for having refused to pay to high,
Sourol i'un and recreation. At presyour hand.
high, but their purchase price is
No pressure! The light weight of the pen itself—
ent, the profs are striving to reduce
Precious and perfect gems come
28% lighter than rubber — does it all! No effort, no
the belt line by the volley ball route.
not out of proportion to that which
fatigue.
After an hour of navigation Over
is given in return.
Beauty and
This is Geo. S. Parker's 47th improvement. 32 pen
the floor, Tread on collisions, wise
patents are included—36 years' experience in making
true happiness never come too high.
cracks, ana" ~bt3ier extemporaneous
fountain pens.
Too often too little is paid—then
New York, N. Y.
Here is true efficiency in the Modern Style—five
these rare gifts are taken away occurances, the men go for the
June 30, 1926
flashing
colors, all in Non-Breakable barrels.
shower.
Those
who
are
still
feeling
Larus
&
Bro.
Co.
all too soon.
This master pen is 'guaranteed forever against all
Va.
What
price
ease,
transitory spry take a splash in the pool, which Richmond,
defects, so you are sure of satisfaction lasting through
Gentlemen:
pleasure, and temporary applause. is well heated.
. the years.
I
started
smoking
on
cigarettes,
but
Every faculty member should take
They say that every man has his
Parker Duofold Pencils and Parker Duofold Pens,
after meeting a young lady for whom
price, but isn't it a thrilling thing systematic physical exercise. Conf? men who smoked pipes had a greater
matched in color, make handsome sets.
Look for the imprint, "Gee. S. Parker—DUOFOLD."
to know that there is not a rice to the "Y" on Monday and Thurs- charm, I promptly switched to one.
Then my agony began. I tried one
That mark identifies the only genuine.
day evenings to enjoy an hour of
big enough to buy some men!
brand of tobacco after another, al"To prove Parker Duofold is a pen of lifelong perGeo. Matthew Adams fun and play.
ways working on the theory that the
fection, we offer to make good any defect provided
more you paid for tobacco, the better
(Greenville News)
complete pen is sent by the owner direct to the factory
it would be.
FORTY-TWO PERSONS LIVE
■with 10c for return postage and insurance.
I tried imported special mixtures.
FRIENDS
IN "Y" BUILDING I paid as much as fifty cents an ounce.
Parker Duofold Pencils, $3, $3.50, $4
All to no avail.
Then came the day I tried EdgeTHE PARKER PEN COMPANY, JANESVIU.E, WISCONSIN
In addition to maintaining ttvee. worth. It was at a ball game. I had
"Better lose your life than friends,
OPFICES AND SUBSIDIARIES : MEW YORK * BOSTON ' CHICAGO
ATLANTA • DALLAS - SAN FRANCISCO
Life returns when this life ends,
rooms equipped with comfortable run short of the certain brand I was
TORONTO. CANADA • LONDON. ENGLAND
Not the sympathy that blends.
Simmons beds for transients, the Y. smoking, and a casual acquaintance
I have often wondered if the M. C. A. furnishes a home for forty- offered me a pipeful from his pouch.
Imagine my delight when after the
great task in life does not consist two men. Of this number there are first few puffs I did not feel the old
in rightly and accurately choosing nine professors, three Agricultural familiar bite. I puffed on, inhaling the
aroma, and oh, boy! It was
friends.
Extension workers, four coaches, two delightful
right down to the bottom.
For what have we after gaining "Y" Secretaries, one retired Clem- sweet
Nothing has separated me from my
all the wealth and power of which son man, three business men of the pipe, or my pipe from Edgeworth,
capable if we then learn campus, and twenty students. These since then.
Yours very truly,
that we have no real and lasting men pay a monthly rental varryiny
(signed) David Freedman, Jr.
friends?
from six dollars to fifteen dollars
When a man returns from his •ach.
field of action and, brings back to
his bed at night apparently nothing
Extra High Grade
Success does not consist in never
but, a defeated heart and a broken
Duofold Jr. ,S5
spirit, what else, whom else, can making blunders, but in never makhe look for peace 'and beauty of ing the same one the second time.—
experience beyond that of an hour H. W. Shaw.

Cliff Crawford

1

DRY GLEANING, PRESSING AND
SHOE REPAIRING

us

Geo. S. Parker's

Eouch-an&'Go"
Methmd
Makes Writing Twice as Easy

»;

Pipe Convert
Ends Agonizing
Tobacco Hunt

Edgeworth
Smoking Tobacco

WITH THE ALUMNI

A village parson's daughter elope-i , Sometime ago a colored woman
in her father's clothes.
(presented herself at the registration
The next day the village paper booth with the intention of enrollcame out with an account of the ing, and voting in the ensuing elecelopement headed: "Flees in Fath-'ticn.
er's Pants".
She gave her name and'address,
and then the clerk asked her this
3stic
A series of revival services was Question:
affiliate
do you
being conducted in a remote Texas j
town, and iplacards announcing the
• , ,
, .
.
services were displayed in conspic.„■ *
„
. „
.
ious places. One day the following
notice appeared:
Hell, Its Location An Absolute
Frank Gov/dy, tenor
Certainty,
soloist, will sing 'Tell Mother I'll
Be There."
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The Chicago-Clemson Club started
the new season with a number of
members present at its first meeting
which was held at the Chicago Engineers Club on September 10th
Everyone present was enthusiastic
over the idea of keeping the Chicago
Clemson Club on the list of live
organizations.
After the dinner an interesting
discussion was held and our g\3st,
Mr. W. F. Sneed '02, Assistant Manager of the Switchboard Department
of the General Electric Comipany at
Schenectady, New York, gave a very
interesting talk on the great im~
provement at Clemson
which he
.noted while there during the last
commencement. He also told of the
activities of the Schenectady Chanter.
The election of officers for the
coming year was held and Mr. L.
■
Gilmore, 18 was elected President
"
'
o„»^*«^nd Mr. M. R. Leach '24 Secretary,

"T)OPS
T have to answer that
oe
answei cnac
miPstioTi "
question.
"Tllat is the law'"
'Den you scratch my name offen. I
j
!Wny he aln't got his devorce, yet.
And she stalked out.

f
tT
T
T

f
tT
fT
T
♦

We sell the best at Clemson.
You can get a better shoe for less money from me.
DRESS SHOES $5.00 TO $10.00
ARMY SHOES $5.00 TO $5.50
LARGE STOCK OF RAIN COATS $5.00

f
fT
T
fT

Big line of general merchandise at money-saving
prices. It will pay you to come down and take a
look.

f

SEE JUDGE KELLER FOR SHOES

T
T

"Judge" Keller
"THE

BOYS'

FRIEND"

f
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TOASTEE SANDWICH SHOFS
A PLACE TO EAT THAT'S DIFFERENT

CAMPOS NOTES

ANDERSON

GREENVILLE

Motorist: "I say, will a dollar
'pay for this wreched 'hen that I run
The Woman's Auxiliary and the
Housewife
(suspiciously) I see over?
congregation of Holy Trinity enteryou have iplaced all of the best I Farmer: You had better make it
B
tained with a silver tea at the
tomatoes on the top.
Itwo dollars. I have a rooster that
Parish House Thursday afternoon.
Stallkeeper:
Yes,
lady. That; thought a lot of that hen and the!
The decorations were lovely.
Re- BEaasaawMaraRraraaiKSJiHKi^^
saves the trouble of hunting through hock might kill him, too.
ceiving
at
the
door
were
Mrs.
Henry
the box for them.
' Refreshment j were served by Mrs.
Telephone Operator: I have your
|J. G. Gee, Mrs. C. C. Newman, Mrs.
Wife:
If I were to die, wtet'party deposit five cents, please,
Mary Walker, Mrs. J. D., Harcombe,
would you do?
Souse: Whazzat?
'Mrs. A. M. Mnsser, Mrs. Daniel
Hubby: The same as you would
Telephone Operator: Please deiRavenel, and others. A delightful
do yourself.
posit your money.
program was enjoyed.
Wife: You wretch, I always susSouse: Listen, girlie, wat I Wants
A sum of more than forty dollars
pected it.
a" conversh'n from a friend, not
was realized from this lovely tea.
financial advice from a stranger.
A beautiful reception was given
A Hebrew storekeeper, much to i
on
Friday afternoon of last week by
the surprise of his brethern, sud- j
Have you got a pin?"
the school Improvement Association
•denly decorated his window with
Common, rolling, belaying, ten, in honor of the Clemson-Calhoun
a new blind. It was the admiration !safety. fountain, bar cotter hair,
faculty at the home of Mrs. S. W.
and envy of his neighbors.
jhat> wrist, .beauty, scar£, tie, of ^™ The^oZ'toowr/en ^1^
"Nice blind of yours, Isaac."
fraternity?"—Wash. Cougar's Paw. ^ lovely .n iecorations o£ yeUow
^'Yes Aaron. . It didn't cost me
dahlias and other fall flowers. Mrs.
nothing. My customers paid for it."
'Papa, how can you tell when a
"What, your customers paid for mian is drunkT»
|M. E. Bppdley and Mrs. J. E. Hunter
it?"
| "Well, my son, do you see those keeted. tie. ^ests_ at the doox.
I Those in the receiving line were
"Sure, I put a leetle box in my. two men 0Ver there? Well, if you j
Mrs. Evans, Mrs. P. S. McCollum,
window 'For The B,lind' and theyiWere drunk, they would look like;
and the teachers.
put the money in."
jfour."
At the beautifully decorated table
"But Papa, there is only one."
i
in
the dining room Mesdames Henry
Waiter: Would you like to drink
The Periscope.
Goodman, Mrs. Norman Boggs, Miss
Canada Dry, sir?
Rosa Evans,
Miss Munson
and
Dukes Wright: I'd like to, but
Here lies the toody
others.
Those
receiving
in
differI will only be here two days.
O'f Fuller Gloom—
ent rooms were Mrs. R. K. Eaton,
His wife caught him
Mrs., J. C. Littlejohn, Mrs. C. S.
"Up
in
Mabel's
Room.'
Husband—I can't get the ca^ to
Patrick, Mrs. D. W.. Daniel, Mrs. E.
go—we're stuck. The damned thing
Circus lovers of this vicinity will have an opportunity to witness
Writer—What's wrong with hav W. Sikes, Mrs. Dan Lewis, Mrs. F.
won't budge
Miss Mabel Stark, foremost feminine subjugator and "Rajah," her
the hero and heroine finally H. Clinkscales, and Mrs. Sherman
Wife_Wait, I'll run over to Ma- ing
wrestling tiger, when John Robinson's Circus comes in the near fu-;
Punch was served from flower
ry's. I heard her say she had a marry?
ture. Miss Stark is the only animal trainer in the world that en-,
decked table in the sun parlor by
budget.
Editor—Don'h you know the pubgages in a wrestling bout with a savage Bengal tiger.
Miss Elojse McHugh, Miss Elizabeth
lie doesn't want sad endings.
John Robinson brings an entirely new circus this year, from the
Reid, and Mis Eva Payne.
Tourist: Can you cash this check |
grand opening spectacle, "King Solomon and Queen of Sheba" to
An
interesting
meeting
of
the
for me?
T tramp asked the proprietor of
tne thrilling chariot races at the finish. This gigantic circus is being
transported on an all-steel train, the last word in modern construcLocal Banker: We haven't got|a circus for a job.
He was in- Woman's Club was held Monday
. afternoon at the Y. M. C. A. with
tion.
that much but I'll take you over to
He was assured that it Mrs. Richard Johnson presiding. Dr.
SHOWING AT
the filling statioii and introduce tamer.
you.
was easy—that the whole secret Taylor spoke interestingly on Poetry
AN'DERSSON, S. C.
Mrs. S. B. E'arle was hostess to
was in forcing the lions to believe
OOctober 10, 1928
the book club at its meeting
After the first two games of the that he wasn't afraia of them.
Wednesday afternoon of this week.
worlds series, Shorty Witherspoon
"No" said the tramp, 'I couldn't
During the social hour delicious
thinks 'The Yanks Are Comin' is a be so deceitful."
refreshments were enjoyed.
blues song.
The Wednesday Morning Bridge
Lois—Dear, you have been so
The bad thing about the Berkley
i going to letj Club was entertained this week by
county booze situation is that Berk- ;0u do me a favor. You can take Mrs. F. H. H. Calhoun. At the conley county is so far from Clemson. me to dinner tonight.
[elusion of the game delightful reThose questions about words, people, places, that arise so freDear—That's great, Lois.
Does freshments were served,
What is your weak- vour mother know we are coming? | The School Improvement AssociaRat Ellis:
quently in your reading, writing, study, and speech, are answered
instantly in the store of ready information in
ness, Eddie?
tion held its October meeting m the
Eddie Mulherin:
My vanity—1 j „Come come| you shouldn't re-'school auditorium Thursday afterspend hours in front of the mirror \^^ ^ ^ me' money 0ne snould noon with Mrs. P. S . McCollum,
admiring my beauty.
president, in the chair.
always be glad o help another."
Rat Ellis: That is not vanity!
Mrs. May Satterlee, Mrs. P. H.
"I know it, but you always in■that's imagination.
Tbhnstone.
Miss Lilline
Ravenel,
sist on being the other."
The Best Abridged Dictionary—Based upon
and
Mr.
Satterlee
left
on
Monday
The Saxaphone Player—I love
The biggest joke of the year is
for a stay of two weeks in WashWEBSTER'S NEW INTERNATIONAL
Mame Roth's Sunday School pin.
AbtensHminded
Professor—Eliza- higton, D. "C.
Hundreds of new words like dactylogram,
beth, I believe I have lost the road. | Mrs. D. W. Daniel is spending the
electrobus, flechette; names such as Cabell,
A negro was whitewashing a
Hoover, Smuts; new Gazetteer entries such
Absent-minded
Wife—Are
you week in Bishopville.
fence. A passer-by watched him a
as Latvia, Vimy, Monte Adamello. Over
The Thursday Afternoon Bridge
sure
you
had
it
with
you
when
we
while and asked, "Sam, why don't
106,000 words; 1,700 illustrations; 1,256
Club met last week with Mrs. L. G.
pages; printed on Bible Paper.
you get a brush with more bristles left
Neel.
See It at Your College Bookstore or Write,
in it?"
for Information to the Publishers.
Burglar ( waking householder dur"Wha' fo?" replied
the aged
Squire
Green:
Mandy,
after
I
die
ing spring-cleaning epidemic)—Exworker.
"Why if you had a good brush cuse me, Mister, but d'yer happen I want you to marry Squire Green.
Mandy: Why so, Hiram?
you could do twice as much work." to know where the missus 'as put
Squire Green: Well, the deacon
"Yassuh, but I hasn't got twice the silver among all this 'ere mudtrimmed
me in a horse trade, once.
dle?
that much work to do."

A Time Saver
In Study Hours

WEBSTER'S
COLLEGIATE

A

v
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MISS SUZZANNE KEENER
door range. The indoor range has
MAIL SCHEDULE
OPENS LYCEUM COURSE for the past several years occupied
a portion of the trunk room in the
(Continued from page 1)
ground floor of Barracks No. 2.
The following is the present schewere especially written for Miss The range, is in a very poor location, dule of outgoing and incoming mail
consisted of a small portion of hal! at Clemson.
Keener:
about fifty feet long and eight feet
Outgoing mails:
April Song—Wesley Sontag
High and eight feet wide, and when
Train no. 29, W. 6:00 A. M.
Show Flakes—Cowan
the trunk room was remodeled this
Train no. 16, N., and State 11:00,
Happiness—Amy Worth
past summer, the range was elimi- L M.
m
Cuckoo Clock—Wesley Sontag
Train no. 1, W., via Cherrys 12:10
As an encore she sang, "London nated. The outdoor range is in a
Bridge is Falling Down" by Buzzar- position where the rays of the sun P. M.
strike at the wrong angle, shining
Train no. 15, W. 3:00 P. M.
Peccia.
Train no. 38, N., and State 3:45
This group was followed by a directly into the sights of the rifle
It is P. M.
selection by Prof. C. J. VefTe, her instead of on the target.
Train no. 17 and 18, all directions
accompanist^ "Love Dreams"
by hoped that these deficiencies will bo
Liszt, after which there was a short remedied before the rifle season 8:00 P. M.
opens in full swing.
Incoming mails:
intermission.
At the close of last year's season,
Train no. 29, N. and State 8:00
After the intermission Miss Keener
appeared in a German peasant cos- the ten men with the highest aver- A. M.
Train no. 17 and 18, all directions
tume of white and blue, with a nlacs age score was awarded an attractive
velvet bodice trimmed with yellow felt monogram of purple and orange. 8:00 A. M.
Train no. 16, W. 12:15 P. M.
daisies. Around her head was a
Train no. 1, State 1:30 P. M.
narrow yellow ribbon. A group of
Train no. 15, N. and State 4:20
four German Folk songs was next CUBS DRUB NEWBERRY
FROSH ONLY 51 TO 0 P. M.
on the program.
Train no. 38, W. 5:00 P. M.
Oh To Me It's Oniy One—Fuss
("Continued from page 1)
Postmaster Goodman says that the
True Love—Helmine von Chezy
time given for outgoing mails is the
Hans and Lisa—Old Folk Song
Coach Carson broadcasted the fact latest minute that one can place a
Spinning Song—Reiman
As an encore to this group she that he has an abundance of material letter in the office and get it off in
sang, "So Long as There are Fairies that will in later years play an im- that mail The time given for incomportant part in plcing
Clemsons' ing mails is the time when usually
at the Bottom of Our Garden."
the postman have finished distributProf. Velie then played another varsity grid team on the top.
Throughout the garue the New- ing the mail to the boxes.
number, "Eightth Rhapsodie"
by
berry team put up a brave fight, but
Liszt.
Miss Keener next appeared in a they were never abie to make any
stunning old colonial costume or sign of a threat. They were outsalmon pink satin, trimmed with weighed and outclassed in football
ability.
white. She wore a white lace collarLine-up:
and around her neck was an old
Clemson
Newhervj
faahioneffi—locket oil" a" harrow blade
Fleming
Ringer New Volumes Ready For Disle
ribbon.
Her head dress "was a
Smith Ralf
It
McKmsej
tribution
powdered wig, and in her hand she
Meetze
lg
carried a small bouquet of flowers. Averett
Griffin
c
Casey
The following new books have
It might be mentioned here that
Fordam
Wertz
rg
"been received at the library and are
that Miss Keener designs all of her
McGowan
rt
Stillwell ircrw ready for distribution.
clothes, arranges her programs, and
Caldwell
re
Fricik
Allen—American Biook-plates
selects her accompanist herself. She
Harvin
Hon-ci
Baldwin—The Organization and
next sang a group of old fashionea
Hollman
Ih
Hobbs Personnel of the Shakespearean Comsongs:
rh
Moss -pany.
Believe Me If All Those Endearing Treadaway
Welch •
fh
Griffin
Beman—Five Day Week
Young Charms
Officials: referee,
Mason "PC"
Brown—'Marketing
Comin' Thru the Rye
Umpire, Meyer "Carolina". HeadB,uller—(Researches on Fungi
The Last Rose of Summer
linesman,
Howard,
'Wofford/
Deledda—The
Mother
Dixie '(Arranged by Miss Keener)
Fripp—Human Anatomy for Art
The program was concluded with
Students
the encore, "The False Prophet" by
Fry—American Villagers
John Pringle Scott.
Ganong—The Living Plant
Her program was extremely pleasGuyer—Animal Micrology
ing and entertaining, so much so
Hubbard—Elbert Hubbard's Scr-jp
that it seemed rather short, altho
Book
it must be realized that Miss KeeSixteen
Warriors
Create
a
Aew
ner sang almost steadily for over an
Table in the Royal Kinghour. She .has -ffJ'i'cU concerts in
<<M£~$M$M£~*~$~J^^
almost every large college and unidom of Clemson
versity in the South and East.
In an interview after the concert
Sixteen noble Knights of Engithe writer was particularly attracted neering Education who race over
by Miss Keener's charming person- ! to Central each day in their flamality, and If such a tiling is possible i ing chariot in a tireless effort to
she is more beautiful off stage than '■ pound knowledge into blocks of
6n. She said in talking about her wood, assembled at their Round
audience, "They were such dears— Table Monday night to create and
I could hug everyone of them. ' establish at King Clemson's Palace
When asked how she liked Clemson the Brothtrhood of Ex-steam warshe replied, "I think your campus riors.
is beautiful, I wish I could stay
The purpose of this distinguished
longer, but I hope to return before Brotherhood is to try to make two
long.
unequal, . abstract objects, equal to
Suzanne is even smaller than she each other, for they have taken as
looks on the stage, being only an their motto: "THE HEAT IN THE
even five feet tall, but she is five MAIN IS EQUAL TO THE HEAT
feet of exquisite charm and beauty. IN THE CAD."
Each Knight was deeply in love
with Queen Steam, but has now
changed his infatuation, and has
centered it on Queen Tate, the
energetic advisor of the Brotherhood.
The Order chose as Sir Knight
The preliminary preparations for the chivalarous Pinckie Cobb, and
the organization of the Clemson Rifle christened Tommie Anderson the
Team are being made, and it will Knight of Records, Bucks and Ironnot be long before the crack of men. The Sub-Knights in the Order
many rifles will be heard on the who will spend sleepless hours berange. The prospects for a very suc- tween midnight and reveille rfying
cessful team this year are very to perpetuate the motto are:
Bo
bright. Although Clemson*did not Andrews, Bennie B.oleman, Jug Eison
come out victorious in very many Goggles Epting, Windy
Graham,
of the matches participated in last Fatty Hail, Sheik Jones, Stick Mcyear, under the guidance of Lt. Cauley, Mouse McClendon,
Hog
Johnstone and Sergeant Naramor, Player, Whit Whitten, Toggy Withermuch raw material as well as old spoon, and Duke Wright.
material has been moulded into exMany peasants in captivity at
cellent shape. The team this year King Clemson's Palace are living in
will be composed of men of dne, hopes that the warriors will be
two, and three years experience on successful ih their battles to bring
the rtnge; however, it is hoped that back that Holy Grail which will be
many i ew candidates will turn out the onty means to effect the release
0" three^fourths of their brothers
when th call is issued.
The te J at present has no in- who are now sweating in the famous
door range* and a very poor out- boiler room.

PAGE FIVE
Jolmsen—Jury System
Kelly—The Effective College
Kirby—The Elements of Specification Writing
Leigh—Oratory
Markham—The Book of Poetry
Overton—The World's one Hundred Best Short Stories
Routzahn—Publicity
for Social
Work
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NOW MEN is the time to select that NEW FALL
SUIT.

I have them.
GET RIGHT FOR THE FAIR

CLEMSON VS. CAROLINA
The Day of Days!

The Game of Games!

Look Your Best

HOKE SLOAN

E NEW BOOKS ON
RACKS AT LIBRARY

QUEEN STEAM GALLS
HER KNIGHTSJ06ETHER

Shakespeare's-—England
Snodgrass—Anatomy and Physiology of the Honeybee
Wright—The Administration of
Vocational Education of Less Than
College Grade
Wright—The Supervision of Vocational Education of Less than Col-

GENT'S FURNISHINGS

100% FOR CLEMSON
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Clinkscales & Crowther

Y

TRANSFER

IY
f
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<K~M~M~M~M~M~t~M^^^

L. C. Martin Drug Co., Inc.
P. S. McCOLLUM, Manager

A NEW LOT OF PENNANTS
A NEW AND PRETTIER
CLEMSON SEAL

SNEAFFER PENS
PARKER PENS
SKRIP INK
LEFAX AND OTHER LOOSE LEAF- NOTE BOOKS

NORMS & WHITMANS
CANDIES

THE BEST COLD DRINKS SERVED AT OUR FOUNTAIN

Official College Book
Supply Store
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TAME THAT WOLFPACK

SPORTS

POIR T
BY MITCHELL

For the second successive time the Tigers of the Hills have
downed the Tigers of the Plains, the second time more decisively than the first. Last year the score stood 3-0 in favor
of Clemson and this year when the final whistle blew Clemson was on the right end of a 6-0 score. Before a large crowd
on Drake field the Tigers gave an exhibtiion^of football which
caused the Auburn supporters to state emphatically that this
year's Clemson team is the greatest that has been to Auburn
in many years. Auburn seemed to depend mostly on a passing
game but due to the speed and watchfulness of the Clemson
backs this was not so much a menace, in fact it was through
the medium of an intercepted pass that Justice was able to
step twenty-five yards down the sideline for the only scare of
the game. Most of the game was played on a wet field and
this slowed down the game considerable, and several fumbles
were made by each team. This makes the third straight victory for the Yellow Peril, and they are out for blood from now
on. Friday at the Pee Dee Fair they meet N. C. State; on
the 19th Erskine, and then for the mixup at the Fair when
the Tiger and Gamecock have their annual tieup.
Furman was the only state team I
„,.,„..,
, [number of students a chiance to
xO sutler defeat in the games of
participate in football, as; well as
"fhe past week end, when she lost
showing up good material.
to Chattanooga 15-0.
South Carolina delt out defeat to Virginia, P.
C. won from Wake Forest, and
Citadel took heavy toll from Stetson.
The teams of Carolina are
taking heavy toll of outside invad• ers, but the real contest in the state
For the past two or three weeks,
seems to lie between Carolina and
the '28 Cross Country team has been
•Clemson. Both these schools have
training Into shape. Although cross
good teams this year 'and the clash
country last year was discontinued
at the Fair should be a real classic.
'The Gamecocks have a great team
as shown by their victories over
.-good teams in the past three weeks,
'but Clemson also has an excellent
team and the Carolina backs will
lave a hard time getting away with
tarny thing through the Tiger line
and oar backs are powerful enough
to give their line plenty of trouble.

GROSS COUNTRY TEAM
ROUNDING INTO SHAPE

One of the games that will draw
great interest is the clash between
Georgia and Yale. Last year the
Bulldogs conquered that inferiority
complex that seems to hover over
Southern teams when they go north
and whipped Yale 14-10. This year
Georgia hopes to whip them again
and with them they are taking the
hopes of the "solid South".
Georgia Tech meets Tulane In
New Orleans and in this game almost anything can happen as both
teams are good and Tulane has a
far better team than the one which
lost to Tech 13-6. Washington-Lee
will tangle with Kentucky, Alabama
and IVKssissippi A and M meet in
Starkville, Ole Miss tries her power
against Tennessee, Vandy goes to
Texas to meet the University of
Texas at Dallas and V. M. I. tackles
Roanoke.
Clemson will turn out a cross
country team this year and Captain
Andrews has asked that every man
who thinks that he can run to come
out for the team. Blocks will be
awarded this year and the 'men will
be on a regular training table. The
distance has been cut down from
Ti\e lo three mile's, which will increase the speed but will cut down
the strain of the longer run. Several
meets have been arranged and it is
hoped that a 'meet can be arranged
with Carolina to be run between the
halves of the football game at the
Fair. The men who have made the
training table so far are Capt.
Andrews, Lineberger, Ford, Finn,
Ellis, Cannon, and Neal.
The loss of a group of star foot
ball players would spell ruin to
most football coaches but not so to
Knute Rockne at Notre Dame, where
he has 600 players, approximately,
one fourth of the students. There
aVe 135 candidates for the Varsity,
150 on the freshman squad and
hall teams. The hall teams play on
a regular schedule and from them
he draws a lot of his material. This
system of playing gives a greater
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through the influence of the college ♦JM8M$M^$M$M£<M$M£«-«$MJ^^
W
authorities, the last season was fairly successful. This year the Clemson course has been reduced to three
miles, and an agreement has been
made with opposing schools to likewise limit their course.
A Tiger friend is asking for the support of the

f

CLINT TAYLOR'S PRESSING GLUB AND
7
SHOE SHOP
T
T

Tryouts for the teams were hell
Friday for the training table. With
Captain Andrews were chosen Finn,
Ford, Cannon, Lineberger, Ellis and
Neal. Under the direction of Coach
Carson, these men are working hard
to make the 1928 cross country
team the best yet.
Several meets are pending, but no
definite schedule has been announced as yet. A meet with Carolina
at the Clemson-Carolina game is
fairly certain. Also, there are possibilities of meeting N. C. State
and Georgia.
Judging from our
last year's success and our this
year's material, the season wiil be
altogether a successful one.

HUMANITY
fey J. H. Walker
It's the badi that's in the best of us
That makes the saint so like the
rest of us;
It's the good that's in the darkest
• crust of us
Redeems and saves the worst of us;
It's the middle of good and sadness,
It's the tangle of tears and gladness,
It's the lunacy linked with sanity
That makes and marks humanity
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Tiger Corps.

Best prices and quality of work guar-

anteed.
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CLINT TAYLOR, Proprietor
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J, 0. PIKE DROG COMPANY f
7
Successor to JOE SLOAN

T

HOLLINBSWORTH'S CANDIES, GONKLIN
FOUNTAIN PENS, COLLEGE SUPPLIES
"Service With Courtesy"
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Parker-Anderson

Y
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The Clothers
ANDERSON, S. C.
♦K«

Adolphe M enjou
picks
OLD GOLD
as camera records the blindfold test
The test was conducted by responsible witnesses who asked Mr. Menjou to smoke each
of the four leading brands, clearing his taste with coffee^between smokes. While the
camera recorded the test, only one question was asked: "Which one do you like best?"

"I've discovered a new way of mixing
business and pleasure. The parts I play
call for the constant smoking of a cigarette ... I probably average one cigarette to every hundred feet of film.
'In the blindfold test I discovered one
so smooth, so considerate of my tongue
and throat that even the business of
wholesale smoking while we're shooting scenes will be a pleasure. The cigarette I votedforproved to beOLDGoLD."

ADOLPHE MENJOU . .. debonair, sophisticated Paramount star . . . one of the greatest living actors . . . appeared recently in "His Tiger Lady", "Night of Mystery"
and "Serenade".

W/ry you can pick them
Three types of leaves grow on the tobacco
plant . . . coarse top-leaves, irritating to the
throat . . . withered ground-leaves, without
taste or aroma . . . and the heart-leaves, rich
in cool and fragrant smoking qualities. Only
the heart-haves are used in OLD GOLDS.
O P. Lorillard Co., Est. 1760
Made from the heart-leaves of the tobacco plant

SMOOTHER AND BETTER
"NOT A COUGH IN A CARLOAD"
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